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Abstract

Background/Objectives: Although, several security mechanisms have developed for vehicle navigation system yet there is a need of more advancement in existing or development of new security architectures. The main objective of this paper is to provide security and authenticity for vehicle navigation system. Methods/Statistical Analysis: Existing cryptography algorithms and fault tolerance technique helps to designed novel secure architecture. A fault tolerance based mathematical model is used for system analysis. The inputs for the system are latitude, longitude and digested engine number. Findings: It has been observed that designed system is able to provide the correct information in spite of corrupted signal is sensed at destination end (at server side). Application/Improvements: Designed secure and authenticated architecture which improve fault tolerance by applying fault tolerance technique on digested information and also reduces server overhead.
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1. Introduction

Global Positioning System13 (GPS) and Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) based tracking systems are used to track the vehicle around the world. There are two modules namely vehicle location tracking and information storage. The GPS receiver retrieves the location information of tracking vehicle and java enabled mobile sends this information to the server side through SMS. Nowadays, communication among devices and the people is increasing fast. Secure communication of the digital information is very important between the devices as attackers can perform various types of attacks including interception, modification, fabrication, and interruption etc. during the time of information transmission. There are several principals of security are confidentiality, Integrity, authentication, non repudiation, access control and availability are followed as shown in Figure 1. Symmetric and asymmetric, two types of cryptography algorithms are used to protect the information. The symmetric cryptography algorithms uses single key for encrypting and decrypting the data e.g. Data Encryption Standard (DES), Double DES (2DES), Triple DES (3DES), International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA), RC4 and RC5. Two keys are used in asymmetric cryptography algorithms, one for encryption and the other for decryption e.g. RSA and DSA. GPS receivers and java enabled mobile with SIM card are used as hardware in the designed system. The authentication problem is solved using message digest algorithm and the problem of loss of integrity is solved using asymmetric cryptography algorithm. Engine, chassis and registration numbers uniquely identify the vehicles, in our research work we apply message digest algorithm on engine number to prevent fabrication attack. The delivery of faulty packets can be minimized by reducing the packet size. Compression of the packet is done by using message digest concept to improve the fault tolerance.

Many researchers have implemented secure systems for vehicle tracking based on hardware and software, but *Author for correspondence
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The literature of this article shows software based secure architectures. The security objectives, security attacks and various cryptography algorithms are shown in Figure 1. Jattala I. et al. introduced a Secure Automotive Telemetric System (SATS). The encrypted information is transmitted between SATS and the tracking server. The security of TCP/IP socket (primary communication channel of SATS) is done by SSL/TLS protocol and of SMS (secondary or backup communication channel) is made by using AES-256 encryption algorithm. Constantinescu

Figure 1. Overview of security principal, security attacks and security algorithms.
Z. et al. presented a system\(^2\) which provides safety of drivers and passengers from accidents related to tracking system and intentional situations, events like criminal acts by other person, any malicious intention and deliberate causations. The core security technologies and mechanisms\(^3\) along with detailed description of business models, vehicular applications relying on IT security was provided by Wolf M. et al. in 2007. An analysis of different attacks on navigation system is done by Becker G. T. et al. and authentication mechanism was discussed for vehicle\(^4\) tracking systems, based on Timed Efficient Stream Loss-Tolerant Authentication (TESLA) algorithm. Han K. et al. purposed a three tired mechanism\(^5\) and architecture to securely integrate external devices with the devices placed in vehicles. The architecture is divided into three modules: user devices, Electronic Control Units (ECUs) on vehicle network and gateway. Three tier architecture of this authentication protocol provides secure communication between in-vehicle network and external network. A secure, safe and comfortable mobility system was designed by Yano A. et al. to reduce congestion\(^6\) by using smart phones, advance mobile communication and by connecting the vehicles to internet. An intelligent transportation system was introduced to provide a secure, cost\(^7\) effective architecture for vehicle tracking by using existing infrastructure. Wullems C. et al. and Rouf I. et al. proposed authentication\(^8\) schemes\(^9\) which provide authenticity, integrity, privacy and security, the performance of this system is calculated by software simulation.

A trusted platform for inter-vehicle communication\(^10\) was implemented by Schweppe H. et al. which were also used to securely store cryptographic material to perform cryptographic operations. TPM-based secure\(^11\) architecture for Vehicular Ad hoc Network (VANET) is designed by Suresh J. S. et al. The deployment of base station does not require along the road for this architecture. The literature review specifies that researchers have designed various software based secure architecture to protect the communication between hardware devices and users, but none of them provided this kind of architecture for information security with fault tolerance\(^12\). Asymmetric cryptography algorithm is used to achieve our research goal.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The section I describes the related work for security in vehicle navigational system. The section 2 presents system requirements of proposed system. The secure system architecture is provided in section 3 and the section 4 shows the query system. Results and discussions are presented in section 5. Finally section 6 discusses the conclusion and future work of the paper.

### 2. System Requirements

The major hardware requirements of the system include GPS receivers, Java enabled GSM mobile phones, and TTL Bluetooth, GSM modem and the software requirements is Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0. In our research work the idea of taking Java enabled mobile with SIM card is to do programming in J2ME according to system requirements to set the criteria for sending SMS.

### 3. System Architecture

Figure 2 shows the secure architecture for vehicle location tracking and information storage. Some software and hardware tools are required to implement system architecture. System architecture is able to create a secure communication between the levels discussed below:

- Vehicles to server.
- Server to users.

The idea behind this architecture is simple which uses SMS for communication between involved parties. GPS receivers and Java enabled GSM mobile phones with SIM cards are placed in vehicles, interconnected via TTL Bluetooth. The location information from satellites is received by GPS receivers and sent to server side through SMS. If SIM card is portable then unauthorized person can replace it and wrong navigational information will produce regarding particular vehicle. The fabrication and modification attacks can affect the information, so it is must to provide a secure communication among the involving hardware, software and users. Security is implementing by using asymmetric cryptography algorithms. A fingerprint or message digest of vehicle engine number is generated with secret key \(K_1\) and encryption of location information like latitude, longitude with public key \(PK_1\) is done using RSA algorithm. Encrypted information is sent to server side through SMS with the help of J2ME program. At server side, the server program matches the Message Digest (MD\(_1\)) in database, if exact match is found then the information will be accepted and updating the received SMS information in database is done corresponding to that mobile number from which SMS is received otherwise fault tolerance
Figure 2. Secure architecture for vehicle to server.
technique will apply on the digested message. In case, if associated message is found corresponding to original message then updating of the received SMS information will be done in database corresponding to the mobile number and the engine number otherwise it will reject the information. This mechanism provides the solution of fabrication attack and protects the location information from attackers.

4. Query System

The user’s queries are divided into two parts:

- General query.
- Special query.

The general queries for the vehicle navigational systems are the arrival and departure time of buses, list of routes, list of available toll plaza on the route etc. and special queries are location information, list of stops of particular buses. In case of general query the system users have no need to register for accessing general information of the vehicles but in special queries system users have to do registration before accessing private information of vehicles as shown in Figure 3.

5. Results and Discussion

For system analysis, first of all mobile number and engine number is converted into binary form whenever messages arrive at the server side. The associated messages size should be less than original message size.

Example 1:
Original Message (Mobile Number) Associated Message (Digested Engine Number)

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Mob}_1 &= [1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1] & \text{Eng}_1 &= [1 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1] \\
\text{Mob}_2 &= [1 \ 1 \ 0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 0] & \text{Eng}_2 &= [1 \ 0 \ 0 \ 1] \\
\text{Mob}_3 &= [0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1 \ 0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1] & \text{Eng}_3 &= [0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 1]
\end{align*}
\]
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

Our result shows, the proposed secure and authenticated architecture minimizes the server overhead by reducing the size of sending packets by applying message digest technique. The concept of using message digest is to provide authenticity and to reduce the chance of missing bits from sending packet due to small size of the packet. It secures the location information from modification and provides protection against fabrication and modification attacks. In future we can improve the security of our system by using latest security mechanism and faults can be reduced.
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